Guru Nanak National College, Doraha
Feedback Report
The Institution get the feedback from the stakeholders i.e. Students, teachers, alumni etc through
the Google forms (pre-filled links are given).
Student’s Feedback
The student feedback form contains overall 11 questions and contains the questions regarding
curriculum as this time our students were at home and studying through online mode.
The first question was completing the entire syllabus on time and maximum i.e. 80-85% students
have agreed to it. Similarly they were agreeing to the enhancement of their knowledge, skill and
capabilities by the courses they were studying and also find it relevant. Most of the students
agreeing to the fact that this time the courses are not only covered thoroughly rather revised as
well. They believe that teachers somehow were capable of using modern teaching aids. However
they opine that their syllabus somewhere lacks the employability skills.
Due to online classroom teaching, students do face difficulties in studies but teachers keep them
updated with the new developments in their subject/course by initiating examples from routine
life happenings. This time undoubtedly their field visits, surveys, trainings, study tours were less
organized but still in few courses research project/survey was done through Google form and on
current topics.
Teacher’s Feedback
The institution also took feedback of teachers through google form (Link available). As per this
survey most of them believe that the syllabus was designed to bridge the gap between theory and
practical. Through this was one of the difficult phase of life for the teachers as they were
teaching the expression less technology and were feeling quite challenging to adopt to the
rigorous use of ICT tools. Still they find it more fun to teach through online mode. Their syllabus
were completed on time and also find substantial time to revise their syllabus. But still few
teachers faced difficulties and find it cumbersome as the students belong to rural areas and they
have poor connection issues. Library structure was found suitable by most of the teachers. But
this time our institution do lack in ICT tools enabled infrastructure. Teachers have to manage on
their own. No classrooms were used so the college campus as well as classes were clean.
Alumni Feedback
The Alumni Committee of the college collected the feedback from the Alumni pertaining to the
varied aspects of the curriculum studied. The feedback form have been designed with the help of
Google Form (Link available on website) and shared with Alumnis through social media group.
There were total 11 questions. Most of the alumni believe that the college contributed

extensively in shaping their personalities. They believe that the faculty was readily available to
solve their curriculum difficulties and spare extra time to guide them. Overall impression of the
college was very good on the alumni and they also rate academic sphere of the college as high.
The infrastructural facilities of the college was rated as good and needs more improvement. The
environment of the college was found conducive for the improvement of the students by most of
the alumni’s. The alumni rated the sports and culure activities as excellent but due to pandemic
constraints they missed this phase in their last year of studies. The Alumni highly recommended
the college to near and dear ones for academic and overall growth. The suggestions by the
Alumni was that a get together should be included old students an annual feature by the college
as they love to visit their alma mater.
Suggestive Measures:
Every year the feeback was taken by the stakeholders and the data collected later on got sorted
and conslideated for drafting the report. the suggestions and comments received through the
feedback are duly communicated to the various Boards of Studies and Committees. as our
institution is affiliated to Panjab University, Chandigarh and some of our teachers were member
of UG & PG Board of Studies, thus the suggestions are conveyed effectively.
Analysis of feedback and conveyed to the university
•
•
•
•

The contents of the syllabus should be updated according to the changing scenario and
demand of the present day.
The syllabus should be competent enough to create entrepreneur skills in the students.
More practical aspects should be included in the syllabus.
The syllabus must generate outcomes.

Conveyed to the Institution
•
•
•

More books should be added in the Library. The duration of the students to keep the
books should be increased.
ICT facilities should be increased.
Alumni Meet should be included as an annual event.

